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Riad Dar Khmissa will seduce you with its freshness and calm.

Certificat d'Excellence
LAURÉAT 2015

Riad Dar Khmissa is an old traditional house, completely renovated by its owners, Vincent and Michel, with respect for
the Moroccan tradition. The owners live on site in Marrakech and you will be welcomed in a real guesthouse.
The riad is located in the heart of the Marrakech medina, the old walled town, close to the famous Jemaa El Fna, the
Koutoubia, the famous minaret of the eleventh century and the souks.
Our guest house is 5 minutes walk from Bahia Palace, the Badi Palace and the Mellah (Jewish quarter) and also the
district of the Kasbah and the Saadian tombs (see tours of Marrakech).
Our neighborhood, arset Lakbira Moussa is one of the most authentic and warm of the medina.
You will discover, the top 3 of our garden terraces, on which you can enjoy all year round, the sun of Marrakech and the
mild climate. You will take your lunch or you can relax in the Jacuzzi, the return of the souk or a trip into the Atlas
mountains, while admiring off the heads of historical works of Moroccan art.
The 7 rooms and suite at the Riad, we decorated using traditional materials, bejmat for soil, tadelakt and zellige, wall …,
can be rented individually for a discovery of Morocco solo or friends, living in couples and families.
But you can also rent the Riad exclusively on the occasion of a birthday, a wedding, a family reunion …
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Soyez le premier de vos amis à aimer ça.

At Riad Dar Khmissa, the art of living is obvious, both the art of giving than receiving, and we will work with our team, to
your well-being throughout your stay.
Between the sweet life “Marrakchi” idleness, board games, relaxing during a massage and discover the Moroccan
cuisine, everything will be met to make your stay at Riad Dar Khmissa unforgettable.

Riad Dar Khmissa
Marrakech,
merveilleusement bien, à
Marrakech.
19 h

Le bonheur tout simplement pour
vous mes Amis
#m arrakech #Maroc #riad #Hôtel
#vacances #soleil #soleil #sun
#bonheur #m uguet
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